We hav e not followed the classical cluster randomization sample size approach of Donner,B irkett and Buck (1981) due to the unbalanced nature of our design (varying sample sizes between clusters) and since this cluster randomized study has the major advantage of incorporating baseline data.
Our primary analysis is essentially based on comparison of before and after (within hospital) differences between treatment groups. As a consequence, some (but not all components) of between hospital variability are eliminated from consideration, ameliorating the typical variance inflation due to within hospital correlation. To allowfor varying cluster sizes, we consider particular variance components contributing to experimental error as follows.
Individual observations of hospital stay duration (including 0 values for disease episodes not resulting in admissions) will be made overthe three year baseline and three year post-intervention periods. Let y ijkl represent the individual observation from treatment group i (i = 1, 2), hospital ij ( j = 1, ... ,8), year k,(k=1, ... ,6)and episode l.W e assume a mixed-effects model
where the α 's represent fixed treatment effects, (we take α ik = 0for the control group and for baseline years in the experimental groups and otherwise independent of year) the β 's represent fixed year effects, the γ ij 's represent random hospital effects, the δ ijk 's account for random year to year variation within hospitals, and the ε ijkl is the individual level residual error term. Letting σ 
where n ij is the yearly frequency(assumed constant here) of disease episodes attributed to the hospital. Letting w ij = 1/var ij ,t he optimal weighted mean difference (baselineexperimental period) in length of stay for treatment i will bê
T he variance for a contrastd i −d i′ (which is independent of year effects) is simply the sum of the corresponding variances, which leads to simple power calculations by formally taking n=1 with the above variance in standard twos ample power formulae.
Foro ur specific calculation, estimates of the variance components were derived from a mixed effects model fit of data from 1994 to 2000 for the 24 selected hospitals. Since the randomization will be stratified by mean number of disease episodes overt his period, n ij 's were estimated by taking similarly stratified means for yearly disease episode frequencies in the same period.
